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In a recent conversation with Elizabeth, a seasoned Managing Partner at Go-to-Market Advisors and leader of their customer success practice, we delved into the intricate world of reducing customer churn. Elizabeth, with a rich background that spans from sales to leading customer success teams and consulting, shared valuable insights and expert tips on navigating the challenges of customer churn in the ever-evolving business landscape.




Identifying Churn Triggers




Elizabeth emphasized the importance of identifying churn triggers through a multi-faceted approach. Product adoption, a critical factor in customer success, needs to be clearly defined based on each organization’s unique goals. Recognizing key features that drive product stickiness is essential in anticipating potential churn.




Another crucial aspect is relationship mapping within the client organization. Single-threaded relationships pose a significant risk, as losing a key contact can leave the account vulnerable. Monitoring customer satisfaction through various metrics, including CSAT scores and customer feedback, provides invaluable insights into potential churn risks.




Proactive Measures in Customer Feedback Analysis




Elizabeth highlighted the significance of timing customer satisfaction surveys to align with specific milestones in the customer journey. Categorizing feedback into distinct areas such as usability or customer service allows for targeted root cause analysis. Responding to customer feedback, both positive and negative, is crucial to closing the feedback loop and fostering a constructive relationship.




Strategic Onboarding for Long-Term Success




Onboarding is a critical phase that sets the tone for long-term success. Elizabeth stressed the need for alignment between sales and customer success in messaging and forecasting. A prompt and well-structured handoff within one business day ensures a seamless transition, preventing buyer’s remorse.




A technical kickoff and a business kickoff before onboarding provide a holistic view, addressing the needs of both technical implementers and decision-makers. Defining clear goals for time to go live and time to value sets realistic expectations and milestones.




Multiple Dimensions of Time to Value




Elizabeth introduced a nuanced perspective on time to value, acknowledging that different stakeholders within a client organization might have distinct definitions of value. Recognizing and catering to the diverse needs of decision-makers and end-users during onboarding contribute to a comprehensive understanding of time to value.




Adapting to Change Management in Adoption




During the transition from high-touch to digital or low-touch interactions, change management becomes a pivotal consideration. Elizabeth highlighted the importance of sensing internal tension within the client organization during implementation. Recognizing signs of disgruntlement among those responsible for technical implementation serves as an early warning for potential adoption challenges.




Handoff Dynamics and Relationship Mapping




Effective relationship and stakeholder mapping contribute to preventing churn. Addressing tension and providing support during the handoff phase helps align the client’s internal teams with the change management process. Technical kickoffs and business kickoffs facilitate a smoother transition, ensuring clarity and mutual understanding.




Short-Term Strategies for Large Portfolios




Managing large portfolios requires a collaborative effort across the go-to-market team. Historical data analysis and customer segmentation allow for prioritized focus on potential churn risks. Short-term strategies involve leveraging existing relationships within the organization to gain access to key stakeholders. This collaborative approach ensures a team effort in identifying and mitigating churn risks.




Data-Driven Prioritization and Customer Segmentation




Elizabeth emphasized the role of data-driven prioritization and customer segmentation in handling large portfolios. Collaborative efforts across teams enable targeted engagement with at-risk customers. The alignment of go-to-market strategies with customer success efforts ensures a comprehensive and effective approach.




Navigating Challenging Conversations with Key Customers




Preventing churn among cherished customers requires a delicate balance between maintaining relationships and addressing performance concerns. Elizabeth highlighted the importance of understanding the goals of key stakeholders and aligning conversations with these objectives. Diplomatically involving additional stakeholders or leaders within the organization can provide alternative perspectives and solutions.




Discovery as a Key Skill in Customer Success




The ability to conduct effective discovery is crucial for customer success managers. By continually understanding and aligning with customer goals, CS teams can navigate challenging conversations based on quantifiable data and shared objectives. This approach allows for honest discussions without jeopardizing the relationship.13




Conclusion




In the ever-evolving landscape of customer success, reducing churn demands a strategic and collaborative approach. Elizabeth’s expert insights shed light on the nuanced aspects of customer success, from proactive measures in feedback analysis to strategic onboarding and navigating challenging conversations. As businesses adapt to the new normal, incorporating these expert tips and tactics can pave the way for long-term customer retention and success.
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